ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

Five market trends for design and
construction professionals
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The complexity of the design and construction industry
has only grown in recent years and has been further
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. To prosper in
such a challenging market, brokers must help their
design and construction clients understand changes
in the industry and the current risk environment
that firms are facing to avoid coverage gaps. The
following are five key trends that we believe will drive
professional liability insurance needs for design and
construction professionals in 2022.

Trend #1:
A renewed focus on
health and safety
measures in the
workplace

The impacts of COVID-19, including a prolonged state
of inertia, in the design and construction industry have
become a real catalyst for change. Today, firms are facing
unprecedented new situations that demand innovative
thinking and problem solving.
The COVID-19 crisis has likely
irrevocably changed how projects
are designed and implemented.
Contractors now need to account for
new social distancing rules, increased
jobsite safety scrutiny, increased
construction site sanitation procedures,
and lengthened construction schedules
due to global supply chain challenges.

Workplace designs and policies have
undergone sweeping changes over
a short period of time to implement
pandemic-related safety procedures.
While some of these changes may
loosen over time, many will remain,
particularly as the industry looks to
bolster resiliency over the long-term
and mitigate future risk exposures
due to unforeseeable events like
another pandemic.
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Risk management guidance
Architectural and engineering firms responsible for indoor air quality need to
educate their clients about the known science of how airborne viruses spread
indoors and the design mitigation measures that can be implemented to reduce
that risk. It is essential that firms educate the client about the benefits, costs, and
risks of each mitigation measure so that the client can make an informed decision
about the available alternatives. Firms need to document the client’s informed
decisions properly so it is clear that the client was educated about the options
and that any selected mitigation solution was approved by the client. Design firms
ultimately will have to ensure that the designed solutions conform with good
professional practice.
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Trend #2:
A challenging
economic
recovery and
labor shortages

With an industry this large, it is rightfully complex and
economically impactful; when the industry fails, the
economy suffers. Yet for decades, pervasive productivity
challenges have been well known.
Prior to the pandemic, the Lean Construction Institute estimated that 70%
of projects were delivered late and over budget, and this issue has only been
exacerbated by the impacts of COVID-19. In the Associated General Contractors
(AGC) 2021 Hiring and Business Outlook Report, 59% of construction firms
surveyed reported they had projects scheduled in 2020 that were delayed to 2021,
and 44% had projects canceled outright.
Since the 1990s, labor productivity growth in construction has underperformed
and remained largely flat, while other sectors such as manufacturing and
the total economy were growing in productivity. This comparison and current
market conditions underscore the need to address institutionalized inefficiencies
built into the system to reduce costs and add value for clients facing their own
economic challenges.
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Such inefficiencies include:

Workflows that are
fragmented, siloed, and
habitually sequential instead of
integrated and overlapping

Persistently misaligned
procurement culture
that infects the laws and
regulations at all jurisdictional
levels and steers purchasers
of projects toward upfront
construction cost savings
instead of life-cycle costs

Adversarial contract structures
that lead to finger pointing
instead of problem solving,
which result in bloated
contingencies to
anticipate the worst

Interoperability challenges that
create a project development
environment at odds with
collaborative problem solving

Inconsistent adoption and
enforcement of codes and
standards that creates a
confusing patchwork of
uncertainty

Labor shortages have plagued the construction industry for years. There is a lack of talent diversity (e.g., women comprise almost half of the US workforce yet only 3% of
the construction workforce) and evidence of a declining interest by younger generations. COVID-19 has worsened the situation; there are simply fewer workers in the global
marketplace as a result of the outbreak and labor shortages in every sector have put pressure on global construction market demand. With growth projections expected, the
problem will only get worse.
This short-term supply challenge and concerning future pipeline challenge needs to be a priority for policymakers. Federal marketing, training, and investment programs
will be needed to ameliorate the construction labor supply shortages. A recent AGC report revealed that even before the pandemic, 54% of those companies seeking qualified
workers were struggling to fill positions, and 49% expected it to remain difficult or become more difficult to find qualified workers in 2021.
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Risk management guidance
The construction labor shortage coupled with projected growth demands in design
and construction markets increases the exposure of all stakeholders in the design/
construction industry. Having more projects that may be under time constraints
because of the volume and demand while, at the same time, having fewer qualified
construction stakeholders is a formula for mistakes and liability. Stakeholders can
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manage this risk by leveraging more technology to enhance quality control and
enhanced communications along with rigorous documentation. Making careful
decisions with project stakeholders and making sure the relationships can be
trusted will also help to mitigate risks.
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Trend #3:
Supply chains
moving closer
to home

Supply chain weak points, made all the more
apparent during the pandemic, have led to a higher
reliance on distribution centers, warehouses, and
manufacturing facilities.
Businesses and investors are grappling with international gaps in supply so closerto-home supply chain infrastructure within the US borders, Canada, or Mexico
are likely to fill those shortfalls. However, supply chain disruptions are still likely
to happen because of government restrictions on the availability of basic building
materials and increasingly complex assemblies and systems.
In a building environment starting to rely more heavily on prefabricated modules
and just-in-time supply, the ability of more local providers to create building
products that meet the changing demands of off-site assemblies and modular
construction will dictate success, as will US infrastructure systems allowing for
transportation and installation of the large and technologically complex units.
In addition to the challenges of the marketplace to accelerate construction
through immediately available elements and modules, contracts for services and
construction will also have to change. Both the licensure regulations that apply to
design firms and the law of contracts will have to adapt to a “new normal” in design
and construction.
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Risk management guidance
Whenever there is a shift in supply chain management, it is highly likely that
the design team will incur charges related to delays, increased costs, and
consequential damages to the project’s stakeholders. It is important that firms:
• Pay close attention to their internal quality control procedures;
• Clearly spell out the contractor’s responsibility for the means, methods,
techniques, sequences, and procedures of the project; and
• Limit their exposure to uncontrollable consequential damages created by supply
chain disruptions.
In addition to meeting their own design and deliverables schedules, if firms have a
responsibility to interpret the contract for construction for their clients, they need
to emphasize the construction team’s adherence to production schedules to avoid
unexpected project delays and potential risk exposure.
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Trend #4:
A renewed
opportunity
to seize
environmental
stewardship

According to the Global Alliance for Buildings and
Construction, between the embodied carbon in building
materials, construction processes, and building
operations, 40% of all global carbon emissions come from
the built environment. As the largest industry source
of global carbon emissions, improving the way the built
environment is designed, resourced, and constructed
could have a positive impact on reversing global warming
and the devastating impacts of climate change.
Changes, such as the “electrify-everything” movement, more effective use of Cross
Laminated Timber in place of steel, or improved recycling practices and public
policies of construction and demolition waste, as examples, could significantly
lower emissions (i.e., a staggering 70-80% of construction and demolition waste
isn’t currently recycled).
The reasons for the design and construction industry’s environmental challenges
and uncertainty vary, including the political will of legislatures to promote and
accept change. But certain structural weak points also contribute to the problem.
For example, looking at the industry’s code landscape, half of all US state
jurisdictions still use 2009 or older energy codes. Enforcement is a separate and
troubling overlay as building departments across the country are under-resourced
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and reliant on hard-copy code books, lacking capacity to operate electronically. Notably, in a COVID survey conducted by the International Code Council, US building
department respondents revealed that:

7+93

7% have the capacity to manage code
enforcement exclusively electronically

40+60

40% do not have the capability to
conduct electronic/remote plan reviews

30+70

30% do not have the capability to
complete any aspect of electronic/
remote permitting

61+39

61% do not have the capability to
conduct electronic/remote inspection

As the required baseline for construction practice, building codes themselves can have a tremendous impact in raising the bar for institutionalizing energy efficient
performance. The flip side, however, is also true: if the baseline remains antiquated and doesn’t account for innovative technologies, and if design firms need only follow
codes in the jurisdiction of the project without requirements to go above code standards, the facilities that are constructed to last 60+ years will continue to have built-in
weaknesses from day one of occupancy.
According to data from the National Association of Home Builders, almost 70% of housing stock in the US was built before 1990, and almost 40% before 1970. Energy
efficient HVAC systems with modern insulation materials, clean energy sourcing, net zero/positive standards, zero codes, and resiliency-inspired practices simply were not
available back then so there is much work needed to optimize physical assets with current day innovations.
Improving resource use and lowering energy demand are not only the right thing to do for a sustainable future, but these strategiescan also lower operational costs for
asset owners. Renewable resources are more cost competitive in the marketplace, and needing less of any energy resource through reduced demand (energy efficiency)
and utility demand-side programs is always a cost savings opportunity that codes can and should promote.
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Risk management guidance
Owners are under increasing pressure from the global
community to deliver projects that are sustainable with the least
amount of greenhouse gas emissions. To remain competitive in a
marketplace with increased scrutiny and climate consciousness,
design firms will need to keep pace with design strategies
aligned with sustainability objectives.
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Trend #5:
Climate resiliency
may now be
table stakes

In August 2021, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change released its latest scientific findings
and projections on climate. This report, and its 5-year
research process, is one of the most comprehensive
assessments of the earth’s climate system and involves
234 leading climate scientists representing 60 countries
reviewing over 14,000 research papers.
“Unstable” is how the report describes the current status of the world’s climate
system. It details the alarming pace of warming and its impact with the highest
levels of confidence that:

Human-caused
emissions have warmed
our climate

Global surface
temperatures have
increased faster since
1970 than in any other
50-year period over at
least the last 2000 years

Sea levels have risen
faster since 1900 than
over any preceding
century in at least the
last 3000 years
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The key takeaway for design firms is that global warming, because of its instability,
will continue to increase at least until 2050 regardless of how quickly the world
pivots to low or no greenhouse gas emissions, and severe weather should
be expected for at least the next 30 years. This startling conclusion and the
implications on the built environment emphasizes the need to prepare physical
assets (residential, commercial, public infrastructure) to endure severe weather for
the coming decades.
From a professional liability standpoint, it’s also critical that design firms are aware
that these new scientific findings may make their way into the courts in claims
of negligence. Some courts have already taken a broad view of foreseeability in
evaluating whether a design firm should have known of the impacts of climate
change and should have adapted designs accordingly. With the release of new
climate science at high degrees of scientific probabilities, it is important that design
firms seriously consider weather impacts to the physical assets they are designing,
regardless of project type or size.
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Risk management guidance
Design firms should recognize that they have new climate exposures and
institutionalize into their practices rigorous communication protocols for discussing
climate risks with their clients early on in the process. These conversations
should be documented, especially when an owner declines investment in
resiliency strategies. In claims of negligence, courts and jurors will likely review
documentation including emails, depositions, interrogatories to assess negligence
and liability. Having well-documented conversations of climate risks will help
design firms positively position themselves in the event of a claim.
Another way to mitigate risks includes negotiating favorable contract provisions in
professional service agreements, such as informed consent provisions, disclaimers,
waivers of liability, or indemnity language. Shifting risks to those who can manage
the risk is essential. A firm might also consider limiting liability provisions
on climate-related claims from the owner only and not third parties. Finally,
transferring some risk to an insurance partner that offers broad policy coverage,
should be considered.
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In conclusion
The pandemic and climate change are driving the issues of our time and the design and construction industry. Whether it’s
meeting the demand for safe indoor environments, construction materials, or services that mitigate and adapt to climate
change, how those materials and services will be provided and by whom is both a challenge and also an immense opportunity
for design and construction stakeholders. Businesses concerned about prospecting and pipelining their future need look no
further than these gaps and seize on these opportunities while also managing risk in this new landscape. In order to protect
themselves, design firms should:
• Be proactive in communicating and documenting conversations and recommendations with clients;
• Negotiate contracts beginning with strong risk mitigation provisions to shift risks they cannot control; and
• Align themselves with a quality insurance program that offers broad coverage and risk management services.

Managing risk
This bulletin is designed to help you and your clients identify key industry issues that may influence the design and
construction industry, and identify risk exposures that may require adjustments to your clients’ insurance portfolio. For further
guidance and risk management tools, including the Victor Contract Sifter, visit Victor’s School of Risk Management.
With growing complexity and expanded opportunity, design and construction professionals need comprehensive and flexible
insurance solutions to meet their evolving needs. Victor offers a wide range of insurance products for the design and
construction industry. Our solutions span professional liability, errors and omissions, project-specific policies, management
liability, property/casualty, residential and commercial builders risk, cyber liability, and more.
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Victor Insurance Managers Inc. is one of the largest and
most experienced underwriting managers of specialty
insurance programs in the US. At Victor, underwriting
management has been a distinct discipline for over
60 years.
Our expertise lies in evaluating and underwriting risks,
developing and executing risk management activities,
and servicing accounts on behalf of our insurance
carrier partners. We carefully select leading insurance
carriers to partner with in our chosen markets and, in
most cases, we act as the exclusive managing general
underwriter. We then distribute our solutions through a
large distribution network of licensed insurance agents
and brokers.
Victor Insurance Managers Inc. is part of Victor
Insurance Holdings, the leading global managing
general underwriter.

Work smarter with V2
Architects, Engineers and Consultants coverage is now available on V2, where brokers can quote
and bind coverage in minutes online. Visit victorinsuranceus.com/vsquared for more information.
If you would like to speak with an underwriter, reach out to your Victor Regional Marketing contact
or visit victorinsuranceus.com/design.

Visit us at victorinsuranceus.com to learn more.
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